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motion to strike appellants' record, clerk's certificate and

index.

The effort made by appellants to supply a proper

record in some way, by getting an additional certificate

from the Clerk of the United States Circuit Court for



the Eastern District of Washington and supplying addi-

tional matter to the record, would seem to indicate that

appellants are conscious that the original record now on

file in this court, and upon which the cause was heard

and submitted, is faulty, defective and insufficient, as it

certainly is; but does this effort to cure and supply the

defects of the record avail?

There will be no dispute that the practice in such

matters depends wholly upon the rules and practice of

this Court, and the usages in United States Courts in

Equity.

In Telluride Power & Transmission Co. vs. Iiio

Grande Western R. R., 175 U. S., 639; Law Ed., Book 44,

page 305, the Supreme Court uses this language after

the case was argued and submitted.

"A supplemental transcript filed after a case was
argued and decided in the Supreme Court of a state, with

nothing to show how it came to be filed, where no certiorari

has been issued to bring it up or any motion made for

leave to file it, or any order permitting it to be filed, is

a mere cxeressence on the record in the Supreme Court

of the United States."

Xow, we think that counsel for appellants has made

no application to the Court for leave to file these remark-

able papers, certainly no notice lias over been served

upon us regarding the matter. On the oilier hand, at

the time of the argument and hearing of this case, on

the 3rd of May, when the many defects and imperfections

in this record were being discussed, and, indeed, that was



the principle matter discussed in this Court, appellants

made no application to amend and no order was made

or obtained allowing an amendment or leave to supply

any defects in the record, but continued to maintain

throughout the argument that the record was correct.

Now, if counsel for appellants has obtained leave of Court

to file these additional papers, we are not aware of it, and

will here state that the first notice we had that these papers

had been filed was when the Clerk of this Court sent us

printed copies, on or about the 23rd day of Ma}T
, 1905.

But what is the character and nature of the proposed

amendments which counsel has thus served upon us?

What purpose can it possibly subserve? How can a

record that is defective and especially lacking the cer-

tificate of the proper clerk, be corrected, and especially

when the clerk who makes the certificate is not the proper

clerk, unless the record is withdrawn from the files of the

Court and returned to the proper clerk for his correct

certificate. There certainly was no order made by the

Court or leave granted to withdraw the original record

from the files to have the same properly certified to by the

right clerk ; certainly the record has at all times been undis-

turbed, and always been in the hands of the Clerk of this

Court.

There has been no application, as far as we know,

to file an entire new record in this cause.

How is it possible for the Clerk of the United States

Circuit Court for the Eastern District of Washington, to

make any valid or proper certificate to a record or docu-



ment thai is on file and deposited in another court, and

is not and never lias been in his possession. The record

upon which this ease was heard and tried was certified to

by A. Reeves Avers, Clerk of the Circuit Court, for the

Western District of A\
r

ashington, at Tacoma, and that

record lias all the while been on file in this court of

appeals and has never been in the possession and subject

to the inspection of the Clerk of the Circuit Court for

the Eastern District of Washington. The Court can see

that he cannot make a valid certificate to this record in

this manner.

Look at this purported certificate, and what a mons-

trosity it presents.

What are we to gather from this curious certificate?

What and where are the "foregoing pages 1 to 275"?

They did not accompany the document itself, and we

have to suppose that the counsel's idea is to have this

certificate in some way attached, pasted or glued to the

original record. What can be meant by this strange

practice
.'

The Court, we think, will readily see that this kind

of conduct will not be tolerated or be dignified with the

name of orderly and legal procedure. In the first

instance the counsel produces a certificate from A. Keeves

A vers, a clerk who was not in the possession of the record

when he certified to it, who had no control over it and

was not ev( n in the same city where the record was kept.

I i. certainly <-<>ul<l not, in the very nature of things, certify



as to the verity and correctness of the papers in the record.

After the case has been argued and submitted on that

record and certificate, appellants then produce a certificate

from the clerk of another court to certify in some way

that this false, untrue and incomplete record now on file

in this Court is a correct record, when in fact and in

truth neither clerk on any occasion are in a condition

or were in a condition in any respect to certify to this

so-called record so as to give it validity or authenticity

in any way whatever, and show their disqualification to

correctly authenticate any record in this case.

We think that we are fully justified in asserting

that appellants are deliberately asking the Court to dis-

regard the fundamental principles surrounding the authen-

tication of records and are seeking to absolutely demor-

alize and disorganize the practice of the Court; It is

possible that counsel for appellants procured some leave

from this Court without our knowledge, but it certainly

never gave leave to do or seek to do this in such an

irregular and illegal manner. Courts do not permit such

records to have even the semblance of verity.

The appellants gravely include the two orders made

by the Court, not by the judge of the court, extending

the time for the filing of the record in this case, and we

will again address ourselves to the invalidity, showing

that no record at all is properly filed in this court in apt

proper or legal time.

We call the attention of the Court to Rule 16 of



the Rules of this Court, and we here print that portion

of the rule that is pertinent to this inquiry:

"I. It shall be the duty of the plaintiff in error or

appellant, to file the record thereof and docket the case

with the Clerk of this Court, at San Francisco, California,

by or before the return day, whether in vacation or in

term time. But for good cause shown, the justice or judge
who signed the citation, or any judge of this Court, may
enlarge the time by or before its expiration, the order of

enlargement to be filed with the Clerk of this Court."

We had occasion to discuss, briefly, the force and

scope of this rule at the hearing of the cause before the

Court on the 5th day of May. We will call attention to

some of the views then expressed. It is, indeed a cardinal

rule that permeates our entire system of courts and their

procedure, that the very instant an appeal is taken from

a decision of an inferior and perfected the lower

Court looses all control over the ca?c. It would be a

strange state of affairs that after an appeal has been

taken from any Court, this same Court should attempt

to exercise any control or jurisdiction over the proceedings.

The very instant this appeal was granted and allowc d

by Judge Hanford, the Circuit Court of Appeals for this

circuit became possessed of the entire case, and a very

serious question arises, Can the Circuit Court of Appeal \

delegate any portion of its judicial or executive power

to anybody else after it has become possessed of the case.'

We think it questionable, but Rule 16 says that the judge

or justice who signed the citation may enlarge the time

by or before its expiration. The order of enlargement to

be filed with the Clerk of this Court. Evidently the Circuit



Court of Appeals had no idea of delegating to the Circuit

Court of the Ninth Circuit, or the judges thereof, in this or

any other ease that had been appealed, any power or con-

trol over its proceedings, except that expressed in Rule 16,

to be strictly exercised only by a justice or judge who

signed the citation. The order thus made to be filed with

the Clerk of this Court to be effective. Otherwise

the order is a nullity. Conceding that this power

is delegated, it must be strictly pursued, and in the limited

sense granted by the rule. All delegated powers must

be strictly pursued and construed, and certainly as in

this case, the power of extending the time for filing the

record was given, Judge Hanford only, as a judge or

justice, he certainly had no power over the matter as a

Court, and unless he 'e\$?r?ised the power granted him

as a judge or justice, his orders are nullities. The Court

over which he presided had lost all jurisdiction and powers

over the case. On inspection of the two orders enlarging

the time, it will be seen that Judge Hanford does not

pretend to exercise the powers of a "judge or justice

who signed the citation" in accordance with the rule, but

independently and boldly in disregard of it, and does the

act as a Court.

We think that it will be conceded that any enlarge-

ment of time by a judge or justice who signed the citation,

to be effective, must be followed by filing said order with

the Clerk of this Court. There is no pretense that this

important requirement has been complied with, on the

contrary, counsel for appellants, in his argument at the
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hearing, slated that he had not complied with the rule

in this regard, and gave as a reason therefor, thai after

making inqniry of sex-era! lawyers as to the practice in

such matters, was informed that the practice was un-

settled, and could give no other satisfactory answer.

It would occur to the ordinary practitioner that rules

of court for the orderly transaction of business are the

only criterions in such cases, and are the first things to

di mand our attention.

Admitting, for the sake of argument, that Judge

Banford could exercise the power of extending time for

making a record as a court or a judge, having exer<
;

that power once and the order having been filed with the

Clerk of this Court, and the period prescribed by Hide

Hi having expired, any power that Judge Hanford had

by virtue of the rule became functus, and any powers

granted by the rule were then and there exhausted.

Thereafter he had no power over tin 1 matter as judge,

justice or court, as the rule does not contemplate or

provide for a second extension of time after the exhaustion

of the privilege given by the rule. This is the rule with

regard to delegated powers in all matters. The rule

does not give .Indue Hanford power to extend the time

ad libitum and as often as he chooses to make such an

order. The act of extending the time is in reality an act

..f the justices of the Circuit Court of Appeals, and the

requirement that the order shall he filed with the Clerk

of tiii- Court is to advise Your Honors and. opposing



counsel the exact conditions of the appeal, and that the

delegated power has been rightly used.

The purpose of liule 16 is to prevent delay, and that

the expense, loss of time and the harshness incident to

the law's delays be curtailed and obviated. That par-

ties may have a speedy determination of their causes

which the law guarantees to all litigants. If the loosing

party is to be permitted to patch his record before the

hearing, in violation of the rules, and then to patch it

again after the hearing, the most meritorious cause could

be frittered away and ruined by mere vexatious delays

and unnecessary expenses, and the time of the Court taken

up with matters other than the consideration of the right

and wrong, the actual merits of the case.

( hie word in passing in regard to orders of court

and orders of a judge. There is a vast difference between

the two, which it is not here necessary to discuss.

Under the practice of the federal and state courts,

certain orders may be made by the judge, acting as such,

and not as a court at chambers or in vacation, while other

orders must be made by the court. A judge has no power

to make an order affecting the rights of a party of his

own motion, but the court may, sua sponte, make orders

in the interest of the orderly procedure and prevent con-

fusion of issues. So it has the right to make rules, and

there ought to be some pretense of these rules being ob-

served. Uule 16 in this case has been wholly disregarded

and absolutely set at naught.
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[f our views arc correct, tl follows that, if the first

extension of time Tor tiling the record should be invalid,

the second extension by the court or judge was wholly

invalid and a nullity. But of course the same defects

appear in the second order. Tt was done by the court,

not by the judge and after the first order had expired,

and there is no pretense that it was filed with the Clerk

of this Court, It would seem that if this practice is to

be observed, Rule 10 is wholly nugatory, and ought to

be stricken. If the extension of time was improperly and

illegally extended upon either of these occasions, then

the action of Judge Gilbert in extending the time

for filing the record a third time is wholly nugatory,

for the time for filing the record had lapsed, and Judge

Gilbert was powerless to revive a lost right. But again,

an inspection of the order made by Judge Gilbert shows

that it wTas improvidently and improperly issued and

made. It seems to have been made by the Court of the

Ninth Circuit and signed by Judge Gilbert, as judge

thereof. Certain it is that there is such a court as the

Ninth Circuit Court of the United States, and certain it

is that Judge Gilbert is a circuit judge of that Court.

It is also true that under Rule 16, a judge of tha

Circuit Court of Appeals only can make an order extend

ing the time for riling a record in this case, and this also

I

k supposes that the extension of time heretofore given

has been legal and regular.

Furthermore, the appellants have not ((implied with

the order of Judge Gilbert in that respect. That order
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required the appellants to file the record on May 15th,

1905. (See original record, page 1.) And the only com-

pliance therewith is the filing of a bare certificate of the

Clerk of the United States Court for the Eastern District

of Washington with the Clerk of this Court, on the 17th

day of May, 1905.

West vs. Irwin, 54 Fed. R,, 419.

Respectfully submitted,

NASH & NASH, and

JAMES DAWSON,

Attorneys for Appellees.
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Upon receiving from the clerk of this court appel-

lants' additional printed certificate to the record herein

made by the clerk of the United States circuit court for

the Eastern District of Washington and supplying Judge

Hanforcl's original orders extending the time for the filing

of the record, we prepared our motion to strike the said

additional certificate to the new record and printed our

briefs upon the said motion.

We were not aware, until the service of appellants'

brief on the motion to dismiss, that this Court had

extended the time again for the filing of the record in this

case until July 1st, 1905.

Therefore it is necessary and we desire to file this

brief upon our motion to dismiss the appeal and ask that

it be regarded as supplemental to the brief transmitted

herewith.

Appellants in their brief, page 4, on the motion to

dismiss this appeal, say:

"On May 8th, 1905, an order was entered in this

court granting leave to appellants to withdraw transcript

for further certification. And the transcript has been

refiled here duly certified to by Frank C. Nash, circuit

clerk for the Eastern District of Washington."

This order was made ex parte and without our knowl-

edge, hence we feel justified in filing this supplemental

brief.
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[f this is true, thai the record certified to by the clerk

of the circuit court for the Western District of Washing

ton (Mr. Ayers), and upon which this case was submitted,

argued and tried upon the motion to dismiss and the

merits on the 3rd day of May, 1905, has been withdrawn

in the manner indicated, then it no longer has any exist-

ence; it has been forever removed from the files and aban-

doned by appellants' own act and is and ought to be no

longer considered as a record on this appeal.

We have heretofore called the attention of the court

to the way appellants secured the new certificate from the

clerk of the circuit court for the Eastern District of Wash-

ington.

This clerk did not have before him at the time the

certificate was made the copy of the record of the testi-

mony, papers and documents to which his certificate is

now attached. We have heretofore pointed out to the

court that this certificate made by Clerk Nash was

attached in some way to the alleged record certified to by

Clerk Ayers, which said record, from the time it was

filed in this court, has remained with the clerk of this

court and has been in his possession continuously ever

since. In other words, the record sent to this court by M 1

.

Ayers was never taken from the files of this court and

scut to Mr. Xasli and then certified to by him and trans-

mitted from the court below by him. This will not he

disputed because the clerk of this court knows the facts

and the record shows thai we were never served with
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anything but the bare certificate of Clerk Nash and copies

of the index and orders of Judge Hanford extending the

time for filing the record. We have never received from

the clerk of this court the printed copies of the testimony,

papers and documents to which the certificate of Clerk

Nash refers.

And yet appelants seek to retry this cause upon a

new record thus remade when we have nothing before us

to indicate in any way what the record consists of, what

the testimony is or what the pleadings contain.

We have never been served with any copies of the

whole record, only the certificate which refers to pages 1

to '275 and what is contained therein we do not know.

Rule 23, Subdiv. 4 of the rules of this court provide:

"He (the clerk) shall distribute the printed copies

to the judges and the reporter, and one or more printed

copies to the counsel for the respective parties."

There is no pretense that this rule has been complied

with in the making of this new record. See our receipt,

filed with the clerk here, of two copies only of clerk's

certificate and orders of Judge Hanford and index minus

The depositions, orders, testimony, etc., to which the index

refers. We have never received copies of this new record

made by Clerk Nash.

In Merriam et al. vs. Chicago & V. By., 120 Fed.,

240-241, the court says:

"It might seem to be a matter of little moment, in
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a case where the Pacts are unquestioned, to authorize the

withdrawal from the files of the record on a previous

appeal, and to cause it to be rented in the present appeal;

bu1 it would be a practice thai could not be .sanctioned

without opening the door to abuse, and would tend to

impair the integrity of the records of the court; nor do

we think we are authorised to make a record here for the

hearing of a cause on appeal. The statute (Rev. St. Sec.

698) (U. S. Com. St., 1901, p. 568) provides that the

record shall be transmitted from the court below, and

indicates what the record shall contain, and it is provided,

as well by the rules of the supreme court as well as our

own rules (your rules No. 14, Subdiv. 3), that 'no case will

be heard until a complete record shall have been filed, con-

taining in itself, and not by reference, all the papers,

exhibits, depositions and other proceedings necessary to

the hearing in this court.' This must come to us certified

by the clerk below as a part of the very case in which

the appeal is taken. We cannot property know that the

case which was before us under the same title as the pres-

ent one is the same as the present case. We may assume

the fact to be so, but ought not to be put to a comparison

of the old record with the present record to ascertain if

such is the fact."

What appellants want is a record made in Your Hon-

ors' court, not in the court below as required by law and

then withholds that record from our inspection. We do

not know what the record is, as it is now made up, unless

we compare it with the former record which has been with-

drawn from the files.

The last paragraph of the opinion just quoted from

obviously docs not apply to this case. We have submitted

this cause, a1 ;i time indicated by the rules of court, upon
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ihe merits of tlie appeal, argued it fully and are entitled

to a decision upon the case made at the time of the hearing

and not upon a subsequent and new and different record

from the one we were called upon to address ourselves to

when the case was regularly called, on the 3rd day of

May, 1905.

This case, for all purposes stands before the court, as

though no record whatever has been filed here. And

comes within the operation of Rule 16, Subdiv. 1, where it

says a case can be dismissed where no record is filed

upon producing a certificate of the clerk below showing

that an appeal has been duly sued out.

II.

The appellants, in their efforts to break the force of

the case of Hatfield vs. King, 186 U. S., 178, and to there-

by make the certificate of Clerk Ayers good, assert that

:

"There were five lien claimants duly joined, and

served. Nash is decided by the decree herein. The rec-

ord on appeal does not show it, but decrees were entered

below for Murray and the Exchange Bank. But no decree

has as yet been rendered with regard to Lewis and Dor-

mitzer. These claims are -till pending in the court below,

and must, under the act, be transferred to and decided by

Judge Hanford. " (Page 7 of appellants' brief on motion

to dismiss.)

From an inspection of the record, this assertion is a

mere matter of speculation and idle conjecture, but for

the purposes of this argument only, we accept it, and the

following argument is suggested to show the inconsistency
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of appellants' contention and the dilemma they thereby

involve themselves in.

This is a suit for partition and in this class of eases

all persons who have any claim or interest in the property,

whether the same be real or imaginary, must he made

parties to the suit, so that all conflicting interests may be

adjusted and determined.

Where a sale must be had, in order to make partition,

the title offered to the investing public must be a market-

able one and the decree of partition should show on its

face that all parties claiming any interest in the property

were represented in court; otherwise the proceeding would

be nugatory.

Appellees foreclosed their attorney's lien against this

property. (See decree in printed record, p. 175.)

Lewis and Dormitzer are likewise lien claimants. ( See

record, pages 68, 73-76 and 78.)

In Barney vs. Baltimore, 73 IT. S., 280, which was a

suit in partition, the court in discussing parties to actions

of this kind says:

"And there is a third class, whose interests in the

subject matter of the suit, and in the relief sought, arc

so Ixniiid up with that of the other parties, that their legal

presence ;is parties to the proeeding is an absolute neces-

sity, without which the court cannot proceed.

They are said to he 'persons who not only have an interest

in the controversy, hut an interest of such a nature that

;i final decree cannol he made without either affecting that
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interest or leaving the controversy in such a condition that

its final determination may be wholly inconsistent with

equity and good conscience.' "

All the lien claimants, appellees Lewis, Dormitzer et

al. stand upon common ground. We have a right to

insist upon these liens being swept off or adjusted, so that

we may sell this property to an advantage and thereby

secure our liens. For every purpose our claims are antag-

onistic to all other lien claimants.

There is nothing separable about the controversy be-

tween appellants and Lewis and Dormitzer and appellees,

so that an adjudication of our liens as against appellants

would not affect the rights of the other lien claimants.

Our claims stand in abeyance until all the liens are deter-

mined, in other words, the relief sought by us is so bound

up with the other lien claimants, that their presence as

parties on this appeal is absolutely necessary, to the end

that this litigation some day be brought to a close and this

property properly partitioned.

Appellants concede on page 2 of their brief on the

motion to dismiss that Lewis, Dormitzer, Murray and the

Exchange National Bank were parties to this suit, and

that the rights of Lewis and Dormitzer are undetermined

and undisposed of and that they were proper parties and

the record shows, so far as Lewis is concerned, that his

claim is antagonistic and opposed to the claim of appel-

lees; Lewis claiming what we claim. We pointed this

out in the record in our first brief.
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Appellants arc seeking to try this case piecemeal

here.

In Wilson vs. Kiescl, 1(54 U. S., 248, the court, closing

paragraph of the opinion, says:

''Indeed this objection is fatal in any view, for while

the record is manifestly inadequate and insufficient, it

docs appear and is conceded that the other defendants

were before the supreme court of the territory on their

own appeal as well as Heisel, Carnahan and

on Wilson's appeal, and the case was disposed of as to all

of them on a ground common to all. We cannot be re-

quired to consider such a case piecemeal, and if it were

to take jurisdiction and determine the questions which

have been argued at the bar, we should in fact be dispos-

ing of matters affecting parties not before us and who

have been afforded no opportunity to be heard."

There is nothing in the record to show that a citation

on appeal was ever served upon Lewis and Dormitzer,

or that a severance was directed as to them, or that they

have ever been invited to join in this appeal; indeed, ap-

pellants in their briefs and arguments admit this.

The case of Coler vs. Allen, 114 Fed. 609, cited by

appellants, is manifestly not in point.

hi this case Lewis (printed record, pp. 58, 7.'!. 74)

claims 50 per rent, of William L. lull's share in this

property, thai he was Tail's sole attorney and the appel-

lees' contracl with Tail had been cancelled; that appellees

are not entitled to their lien but that right Tally he should

have a decree as againsl them and Tail. II' this can he
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gathered from this record, there is nothing to prevent

Lewis from taking his case to this court on the same

record. It is in his power to compel Your Honors to

retry here the validity of his so-called lien as against both

the appellees and Tull.

It is hardly conceivable that, in a case of this import-

ance, a trial court would leave out of its decrees and leave

undetermined the rights of indispensible parties like

Lewis and Dormitzer. This court can readily understand

that all the labor expended to secure this partition is for

naught unless Lewis and Dormitzer are in some way

disposed of by the decree of the lower court.

III.

Appellants, at page 13 of their brief on the motion

to dismiss, say

:

"The claim that the appeal should be dismissed be-

cause two of the appellants put in an affirmative defense,

end did not file a cross-bill, certainly seems ridiculous,"

etc.

And cases are cited which merely hold that where

affirmative relief is granted, in the court below, under an

affirmative answer, which should have been properly

sought by cross-bill, the appellate court regards the failure

to file a cross-bill as a waiver, and sustains the decree of

the lower court.

All the cases, that have come under our observation,

are confined to this one exception to the rule.
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Bui in this case the relief prayed for under appel-

lants' affirmative answers was denied.

The court will observe from the printed record, pages

51 to 55, and 55 to 81, and elsewhere in the said record,

that the testimony upon which this cause was tried was

taken, substantially, in another action, cause No. 823 of

the files of the court below, and used upon the trial of

this cause.

All the reports of Special Examiner Lake, taken in

cause No. 823, are not included in the printed record.

See pages 27 and 28 of the printed record, where the full

report of the examiner in that cause was considered by the

court below and all the testimony taken before him was

used in this case before the lower court.

Non constat but that if the full report of said exam-

iner had been contained in the printed record, it would

be shown that full exceptions and objections were taken

to the relief prayed for on the ground that the same was

not claimed by a cross-bill.

There is nothing in the printed record to show that

the full report of the examiner is in the record, and, in

fact, the full report is not there.

The cause was tried in the court below on the exam-

iner's report of the whole case, not upon shreds of thai

report.

There is no pretense thai the printed record here is
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the full report of all the proceedings and the testimony

taken before the examiner. The record on its face shows

this.

The exception to the general rale that affimative relief

must be sought by a cross-bill, is where the answer seeking

such relief is treated by all the parties and the court as a

cross-bill. Neither the trial court nor appellees treated

this answer of appellants as a cross-bill. We have waived

nothing.

Even from this imperfect record it can be conceived

that the lower court tried this case upon the theory that

appellants had no standing in court to have affirmative

relief, as none was granted them. And where a perfect

or an imperfect record is before the appellate court, the

rule is, here and everywhere, that the appellate court will

make every reasonable intendment of which the case

as presented admits to sustain the action of the court

below.

In the absence of a full record, certain it is that every

presumption is in support of the decree rendered below,

and that if a full record was now before the court, it

would appear that the decision of the trial court was

correct.

This court cannot indulge in the presumption that

appellees have waived this error.

IV.

The claim asserted by appellants that because we
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made Dora May Seeley a defendant in this suit, we there-

by abandoned her and her cause and committed a breach

of the contract of employment, is wholly without founda-

tion and appellees deny the impeachment. This court

understands that when the supreme court of the state of

Washington determined this case in favor of the Tull

children, the substantial work of securing their rights

had been performed as the relief granted in this suit is

based upon the decision of our supreme court and the

decision of the supreme court of the United States and

naturally flows therefrom. (192 U. S., 125.) The cause

was presented by us in person in both courts and pursuant

to and under our contract of employment.

Therefore we sought the relief we have been accorded

here in another action in the circuit court and that action

was for reasons well known dismissed by this court (116

Fed., 471).

But in that cause we established all the rights of the

Tull children for every purpose and made a record at

great expense in the circuit court; that same record was

used in this acton; the decree affirmed here of the circuit

court is based upon that record. In the present suit we

made Dora May Seeley a party defendant, because we

thought that it would expedite and speed the cause, save

expense of making a new record and by prudent and care

ful management in every way. Subsequent events have

vindicated this policy. This we had a right to do. if we

honestly thought it would subserve (lie best interests of



our client and it has. In the ease made that was dis-

missed in 11G Fed., we established every right that has

been granted in this cause, and because that case was

dismissed upon pure technical grounds, it is in no wise de-

stroyed the work we had performed.

In case No. 780' of the files of this court, and dis-

missed in 116 Fed. 471, see printed record in that case

page 5, we made Dora May Seeley and William L. Tull

parties complainants with ourselves. In this action, to

preserve the record made in case No. 780 above, and to

prevent any jurisdictional defects from creeping in, we

made Dora May Seeley a party defendant, and could have

made William L. Tull likewise a party defendant, as we

had a right so to do, because we were foreclosing our

liens on the property as an incident to the suit for an

accounting and partition.

Appellees had a perfect right in this suit to make

all of the Tull children parties defendant, without in any

way abandoning them and their causes, by so doing, or

committing a breach of our contract of employment, in-

asmuch as we would then be assuming the duty of making

their claim for rents and profits good.

In our bill of complaint herein we set up all of Mrs.

Seeley 's rights, insisted upon them, and in fact and in

truth secured them to her.

We have created this estate for the Tull children by

our own individual labors and efforts in their behalf.



The charge of unfaithfulness made againsl appellees

by these ingrate Tn 1 1 children, in the teeth of the judicial

memorials of our fidelity made in the superior and bu

preme courts of the state of Washington, the supreme

court of the United States and the circuit court and the

court of appeals sounds childish, to say the least.

It seems that this Augean task laid upon appellees

is not yet completed and to earn the compensation that we

have striven for with success so far, is to he prolonged,

because from late advices the case is by no means con-

cluded and we will have other work and other annoyances

to contend with before the end of this weary litigation

will he reached.

The secret of this apparent conflict is not hard to

find. On pages 84-85 of the printed record, Mrs. Seeley's

deposition :

"Int. in. "What do you consider the value of the

services heretofore rendered by Nash & Nash .'

"A. Less than twenty-five per cent.

"Int. 11. How much less than 25 per cent, do you

consider the value of the services rendered by Nash &

Nash.'

"A. As much less as it will he necessary to pay the

other attorneys for fees and to defray the expense of

protecting my interests in the past and in the future, and

until my rights are obtained."

This shows hut too plainly that others arc seeking to

reap where they have not sown.
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If the matter of appellees' compensation is to be

based upon a quantum meruit, we feel safe in saying that

under all the circumstances in this case, that no court

would allow less than 50 per cent, of the interest of each

child.

V.

The appellants assign many errors, but upon the final

analysis of them all, the ultimate quarrel thus raised

resolves itself into a question of fact.

There are no questions of law presented under the

assignments. Appellees' claims are based upon their con-

tracts with appellants to perform certain legal services;

appellants dispute the character of these contracts;

roughly this is the only real contention presented. The

trial court found with appellees on these matters.

"In settling these questions, the appellate court must

assume, prima facie, that the findings of the trial court

are correct, and as such must be held, unless error, plain

and manifest, be shown.

"When the law has charged a tribunal with the duty

of examining the testimony and ascertaining the facts, its

determination is, and must be a finality, unless it be made

to appear that such findings were contrary to the weight

of the testimony.

"To say the proofs would permit a contrary finding,

and ask the court to so find, will not avail. The facts hav-

ing been ascertained by the tribunal whose duty it was to

find them, they will not be set aside 'unless clearly in

conflict with the weight of the evidence upon which they
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were made.' "

Metropolitan Haul,- vs. Rogers, 53 Fed., 779, and U.

S. Supreme Ct. decisions there cited.

Of course, while in this case, the testimony was taken

before an examiner, yet the trial court, knowing all the

litigants, was in a superior position to judge of the weight

and character of the testimony than any appellate tri-

bunal.

The well known rule is, that the burden is on the

party alleging error to show it affirmatively by the record.

Respectfully submitted,

NASH & NASH,

JAMES DAWSON,

Solicitors for Appellees.


